WORKFORCE OF THE FUTURE

Video Transcript

We are in the midst of a technology revolution.

The workforce of the future will have new skills.

On-screen text: By 2022, AI alone could boost employment by 10% and revenues by 38%.

It will see growth and employment and revenues.

So how do you hire that workforce? You already have.

New skilling offers a new opportunity to stay in front. At risk workers in less complex roles will find new career pathways.

At Accenture, we’ve developed a framework of four solution spaces that will help these workers transition to resilient roles.

Solutions that grow business and offer workers the support to empower themselves and each other so your assembly line worker, Kassim, can be your construction site manager Kassim.

Risha in textiles is now Risha in customer service. And Bob, well Bob is still Bob, except now he trains robots.

We’re committed to creating a more inclusive future in skilling pathways that make a difference. The workforce of the future, they’re with you every step of the way.

Join us and be part of the inclusive future of work.

accenture.com/inclusivefutureofwork